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Attorney Willie Gary
Will Promise You Billions,
Only to Cheat You
Out of Millions!
Willie Gary of Stuart, Florida likes to
promote himself as the “World Renowned”
or “Famed Willie Gary.” To many of his
former clients, the “infamous Willie
Gary” is more appropriate, someone who
is disreputable, immoral and a disgrace
to his profession. Countless victims of

Gary Defrauds
Clients in Michigan:
42 Ford and Visteon employees
sued Gary for stealing more than
$51.5 million of their settlement
money. Gary settled after the
judge ruled against him.
(UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT EASTERN
DISTRICT OF MICHIGAN SOUTHERN DIVISION:
WENDY KUBIK, et. al., Plaintiff, vs. WILLIE GARY,
et al., Defendants: CIVIL ACTION
NO. 03-CV-73350-DT: DISTRICT JUDGE PAUL
D. BORMAN, MAGISTRATE JUDGE MONA K.
MAJZOUB)

Willie E. Gary

this predator describe how he has stolen
settlement monies, forged documents,
withheld evidence to throw cases and
accepted expensive gifts from defendants
he is suing in order to enrich himself, thus
further victimizing those he is supposedly
representing.

In ruling against Willie Gary, the judge stated:
“The Defendants to this action formerly represented the Plaintiffs in several
sexual harassment lawsuits filed against Company A [Ford Motor] and
Company B [Visteon]. Ultimately, Defendants purportedly settled Plaintiffs’
claims for $16 million of which Defendants allegedly took $6 million off
the top as a separate fee owed them by Company A and/or Company B and
retained 1/3 of the remaining $10 million on contingency. The remaining
$6.7 million was divided among the 42 Plaintiffs in a structured settlement
to be paid out in annuities over several years . Following the settlement,
Plaintiff Harsen discovered, mixed in with other documents, a spreadsheet
that references Defendants’ $3,309,771.55 contingency fee, Defendants’ $6
million fee for programs, and a $51.5 million line item for ‘programmatic
relief’...the Court is convinced that there is probable cause to believe that a
fraud has been attempted or committed…”

Campaign to Stop Willie Gary: www.TheClientKiller.org
This website only begins to document the years of immoral, corrupt and criminal activities of Mr. Gary and highlights a federal lawsuit filed in March 2015
charging him, his law firm and five of his present and former partners with racketeering, fraud, legal malpractice and unjust enrichment.

